
The “Punks” of Steampunk
By Sarah, the Petite Lady of Steam

At the 2013 PureSpec Conference in Edmonton one of the panels emphasized the 
importance of the punk element in Steampunk. In this context, punk was defined as 
“defiance against established rules, norms and authority” –either those of today 
or those of the historical past, particularly the Victorian era. It made me think – what
are some of the punks I can name in Steampunk esthetics, communities, art, 
literature and music?

Norm: The Sanctity of the Timeline – The Past can’t be changed! 
Punk: Messing with the Past is so much fun!

While steampunk is most often associated with the time period lasting from the late 
Regency period through until the early nineteen twenties, steampunk isn’t historical 
fiction or historical re-enactment. Instead it is both inspired by and is defiant of the 
historical record and the timeline that created our current reality. It lives to ask the 
question, what if? 

What if Archduke Ferdinand had had a son who survived the assassination? What if 
steam had continued to be the major power source instead of electricity and gas? 
What if in 1905 Japan had won the Russo-Japanese war, colonized Siberia and Alaska
and gained the necessary resources to become the major colonial power in the 
world? What if the Ottoman Empire had become the empire upon which the sun 
never set? What if the three nations that avoided colonization during the age of 
Imperialism – Japan, Siam and Abyssinia - had formed an alliance? What if the 
apocalypse happened and society had rebuilt using steam tech?  What if the coal 
reliance of a Victorian society spread worldwide resulting in the destruction of the 
easily breathable atmosphere through the sheer level of pollution? 

Steampunk then goes on to speculate on the repercussions and realities that would 
be created in answering these questions, and the resulting characters who could 
exist in these worlds. Steampunk is about “the past that never was”/ “our history we 
defiled to create a past that couldn’t be” (Abney Park). It can also include “the past 
that never was” creating a future that couldn’t be. It is fiction inspired by fact, not 
factual history unless an individual specifically chooses to include accurate historical
details/ recreations. 
 
Norm: The Strong and the Powerful make the Rules! 
Punk: Mind and Maker over Matter
In steampunk, the ultimate weapon is always the mind, exercised in tandem with the
“maker” skills to bring the visions of the mind to fruition.  “Though they had no 
weapons they all had a lot of brains/ they’d build machines to leave their villain in a 
world of pain”. This lyric from The Copper War by Death of the Cog encapsulates this 
philosophy perfectly. Instead of waiting for the cowboy hero to show up, steampunks



will literally build their own solution. Thus a physically weak character can actually 
be the most pivotal character in the story - much like Hiccup in “How to Train Your 
Dragon”.

Steampunk emphasizes intelligence, innovation, technology and invention as the 
answer (or the cause of and answer) to the dilemmas and challenges characters are 
presented with (Murdoch in Murdoch Mysteries). 

Norm: Leave it to the Experts!
Punk: Why, if I have an Interest?
Steampunk rekindles the idea of the amateur – inventor, poet, scientist, musician, 
etc. In such a story it is equally possible for an amateur inventor to be discovering or 
building a cure for one or more of the world’s ills in their basement, as it is for 
another to be building, discovering or inventing something to add to those ills.  The 
possibility of salvation or destruction of the world by such an amateur – either 
accidently or intentionally – gives an interesting background tension to their 
“dabbling”. 

Norm: That doesn’t exist!
Punk: What would the world (especially the Victorian era) look like if it did?
Steampunk often bends or outright breaks the laws of reality. Super-naturals, preter-
naturals, genetically modified whale airships, and mythical races such as the fae or 
dwarves can all work in steampunk inspired works, cosplays, etc. Magic can exist, 
but unlike more traditional fantasy it is often mixed with a more industrial edge – 
such as taking place in, or as an integral part of, an industrialized society. Magic in a 
steampunk story also often works on a pseudo-scientific system such as alchemy or 
element bending. It will have rules, limitations, and a learning process – even if the 
talent is innate. 

Norm: Ugh, that’s so feminine!
Punk: Femininity doesn’t equal weakness!
To this day, many attributes generally assigned under the label of femininity are seen
as a sign of weakness or undesirable. Steampunk rejects this premise, turning it on 
its head. Steampunk women are allowed to be overtly feminine without losing their 
power, intelligence or agency in the story. A Steampunk woman does not need to be 
a “man with boobs” - she can have none of the characteristics we generally equate 
with the “masculine” and still be an interesting, complete character (Ivy in the 
Parasol Protectorate series). 

It is also important to note that in steampunk a woman need not be driven by 
motivations such as rape, abuse or threats to her family in order to be taken 
seriously. If she desires power it can be for its own sake, it doesn’t need to be 
because something bad happened to her. 

Norm: Women Should Know Their Place
Punk: A Woman’s Place is Anywhere She Wants to Be – As is a Man’s



steampunk women can embrace interests and careers that are traditionally 
associated with the masculine – mechanics, engineers, warriors, doctors, scientists, 
pirate captains, inventors, etc. Careers and choices that historically were considered 
unavailable to them and off limits in historical recreation are fair game in a 
steampunk story or persona. Aside from the biological difficulties involved in men 
literally bearing children, in a steampunk story any career or interest we typically 
think of as feminine could also be embraced by a steampunk man.  These can be set 
against the historical reality as a plot device – A woman, designing and building 
ships, that’s just not done!  A male Governess? You must be joking! Or if the setting is
an alternate version of history or reality they can be embraced as a culturally 
accepted norm – My mechanic is a woman, so what? My son is an amazing 
needlepoint artist – why are you surprised? The pregnancy problem could even be 
addressed through the science fiction aspect of steampunk if an author really 
wanted to ask the question, “what if”. Through science fiction, Mary Shelly’s Dr. 
Frankenstein gave “birth” to his creature, after all.  

Norm: LGTBQI’s have No Place or Voice in History
Punk: Out of the Closets and into the Spotlight
Historically those of gender identities and sexual orientations aside from straight 
and matching their biology at birth often had to hide who they were, and in many 
places still need to. In steampunk literature, costume, music, etc. the full range of 
gender identities and orientation can be expressed if the authors, musicians and 
cosplayers choose to. In this way the historical silence can be “punked” and the full 
human experience brought to light – either as an accepted part of society or not 
depending on the story the individual wants to tell or embrace. Once again 
stereotypes can be drawn on and then tipped on their heads – such as using 
attributes and interests often mocked as “weaknesses” and turning them into the 
characters greatest strengths or assets (i.e. Lord Akeldama’s network of dandy 
informants in the Parasol Protectorate series). 

Norm: A Disabled Person is Damaged or a Lesser Human Being
Punk: Forget Handicaps, Welcome to Handi-capabilities
In steampunk a physical issue such as blindness or the loss of a limb does not 
automatically equal a fate worse than death, weakness or a lessening of the agency 
of a character. Instead it presents a character with a unique set of challenges and 
opportunities. Mechanical prosthetics can be designed to grant strengths and 
abilities outside that of normal human physiology, or to restore what was lost 
(Fullmetal Alchemist). Blindness, deafness, muteness, loss of mobility from 
accidents, etc. can also result in a character taking a different path and learning skill 
sets they might otherwise never have developed, or never honed to the same degree 
(i.e. earth and metal bending (Avatar: the Last Airbender) or steampunk costuming 
(Attic Raiders). Scooters and wheelchairs can be turned into mechanical marvels- 
platforms of power or destruction which also happens to get the user where they are
going (Wild Wild West movie). Man and machine can be merged to create something
greater than either is alone, or to create a horror beyond what a pre-industrial 



society could have dreamed.  A steampunk character could choose to have such 
enhancements, or have such “enhancements” forced upon them against their will. 

Norm: “Act Your Age!” or “You’re too Young/ Old for this!”
Punk: Awesome at Any age
Steampunk is age-inclusive, its devotees and characters ranging in age from infants 
to seniors. No one is ever considered too old or too young to participate or enjoy 
steampunk esthetics, elements or gatherings. The challenges of various ages are 
acknowledged and overcome but no one’s ideas or stories are rejected due to the age
of their originator and no character or persona is prevented from agency in a story 
line simply due to their age. 

Norm: Settle Down into a Career Already
Punk: Mobile Careers for the Adventurous soul
Must a job we typically think of a stationary be so? Steampunk encourages out of the
box thinking of how that career could be incorporated into a mobile form where the 
tools of the trade are literally built into the persona’s ensemble so they are always at 
hand when needed. Steampunk seamstress or tailor could have a top hat sewing 
machine and bandoliers of thread. Steampunk chef could have bandoliers or utility 
belts full of tools and spices. The possibilities are only limited by creativity. 

Norm: Old Things are Junk
Punk: Trash can be treasure
Steampunk loves to reuse and refurbish items that might otherwise be thought of as 
junk or trash, like the innards of a broken clock, and turn them into beautiful things. 
It asks us to take a second look at items like that old collection of spoons or that bit 
of pipe and ask – what else could this be? Could it be awesome? A widget, a weapon, 
or an ornament on an outfit? Why not? 

Norm: Make it Functional or Make it Beautiful
Punk: That which is Functional is Beautiful and that which is Beautiful, 
Functional
In our everyday lives there is often a divide between that which we consider 
functional (tools, electronics, raw building materials) and that which we consider 
beautiful (art). Steampunk thrives on rejecting this divide presenting a visual feast 
for the eyes in its tools, inventions, costumes and artwork. Anything personalized is 
truly personalized, with uniqueness and fine craftsmanship being seen as a valued 
and admired trait. It might take longer to create, but to steampunks that time is well 
spent. 

Norm: There is a strict Dress Code you have to match to Participate
Punk: Dress Code – What Dress Code?
There is no strict dress code for steampunk so comments such as “That isn’t 
industrial so that isn’t steampunk” or “That’s not brown so that can’t be steampunk” 
are nonsense. Individual creativity, imagination and persona is emphasized – a 
Steampunk Mechanic would likely wear a different outfit than a Steampunk 



Aristocrat but what exactly each outfit would look like and why are up to the 
cosplayer, and their reasons for what they chose serve as a wonderful ice-breaker for
discussion. Steampunk to date has managed to punk the requirement of a single 
definition of what a steampunk outfit is.  

Norm: If you want to be taken seriously, especially as a woman, you must dress 
the part
Punk: The clothing I wear does not define my mental or physical capabilities
Clothing is a topic often debated when it comes to women, and “girly” clothing is 
often derided. If a character wears something “girly” how can she be taken 
seriously? In steampunk, in contrast, a woman’s clothing does not necessarily define 
her and may not be what it seems. An outfit might seem absurdly fussy or frilly at 
first, but it could contain a secret weapon - such as a parasol or a bustle doubling as 
a hidden, easily transportable arsenal. This idea was used to great effect in both the 
fictional Parasol Protectorate series and in the historical case of the jiu jitsu 
suffragettes (female bodyguards of the suffragette leaders in Britain whose tactical 
leader was Gertrude Hardin, a Canadian!). 

On the other hand, the character or cosplayer could be wearing an extremely “girly” 
outfit simply because she wants to, just because she likes that kind of clothing! Look 
at pictures of Ada Lovelace – a brilliant woman and the world’s first computer 
programmer, whose style of dress was about as poufy/ frilly as it gets. 

Norm: “That’s Not Period!” 
Punk: “Shmeriod!”  
Period accurate is awesome if someone has the time, skills, research and resources 
to accomplish it but not everyone does, can, or wants to. And that is okay!

As previously mentioned steampunk is inspired by history but not absolutely 
constrained by it, so steampunk cosplayers do not need to be period accurate unless 
they choose to be. Corsets are often worn outside rather than inside clothing, if they 
are worn at all. Skirts for adult women can be any length, or they can wear pants, 
shorts, kilts and divided hakama, all traditionally worn by men. Bustle silhouettes (if 
the lady chooses to wear a bustle) don’t have to correspond to a certain decade, and 
don’t necessarily require a ridged bustle cage worn underneath. Materials used in 
construction can range from period accurate silks, linens, velvets, cottons, canvas 
and leather to materials that are far from historically accurate, but look good with 
the rest of the outfit. Alternatively, the entire outfit could be period accurate, but a 
mix and match of period accurate pieces from different decades (something from the
1870’s paired with something from the 1830’s or the 1910’s). 

Going beyond clothing, steampunk hair can present itself in colours not found in 
nature without the cosplayer being asked not to participate since their hair isn’t 
period appropriate. Tattoos and body piercings that were usually taboo for 
“respectable” society can be present even on Aristocratic Steampunk personas.  



Norm: “That’s Cultural Appropriation!” Or “My Culture is the only one that 
matters!”
Punk: No, it’s Cultural Appreciation and Every Culture Matters
Steampunk respects and values the people of every time and culture as people 
whether or not history would agree, “punking” the biases and prejudice of the 
historical past.  In doing so steampunk respects the achievements of people in every 
time and culture, including those demonstrated in traditional clothing and textile 
sciences (design, construction, and embellishment).

Since steampunks can choose to wear whatever they wish, the choice to put on 
clothing from a culture one may not be born into generally reflects two things. The 
first is an appreciation of the esthetics and functionality of that piece of clothing (i.e. 
wearing a turban to protect head from sun and the hair and scalp from bugs that live
in sand. It also looks awesome.) If a persona is set in a desert environment the 
choice of a turban is a practical one, reflecting respect for the cultures that figured 
this out, as well as a sign that the cosplayer appreciates it for its esthetic appeal. 
(Double bonus -it is easy to pack if you are travelling to a steampunk event!)

The second is recognition that no matter what culture we were born in or are 
descended from, we are all human, and are all connected to one another - both 
historically and today. Wearing a piece of clothing from another culture can be akin 
to walking a mile in another’s shoes. A kimono and a kilt each have their own 
esthetic of beauty and functionality and each reflects a very different culture, but 
both are designed to be worn by human beings. This is something anyone who has 
had the opportunity to try on both cannot deny. Even a small taste of any part of the 
experience of another culture can help to foster empathy and respect. 

Multi-cultural steampunk outfits are thus not about “Victorientalism” where the 
Victorian/ Occidental is seen as superior to the Oriental, they are about embracing 
the entire world as equally valid members of and contributors to the steampunk 
community and the steampunk story. Care must be taken not to be an insensitive 
buffoon (i.e. wearing unearned war medals, sacred objects, or making uninformed 
assumptions such as that geishas and belly dancers were all prostitutes rather than 
entertainers, etc.), but with a little grace, empathy and research honoring the 
cultures the cosplayer or author wants to draw from, the possibilities are endless. 

Steampunk can “punk” the historical colonial past with the idea of a trading past 
facilitated by technologies such as airship.  If all the cultures in the 17th, 18th and 19th 
century had been trading as equals, rather than as colonizers and colonized, what 
sort of outfits would such trade inspire? 

In multicultural steampunk traditional garb from a specific culture can serve as the 
inspiration, or two or more cultures can be mixed with steampunk esthetics to 
create something new and interesting (Japanese with Art Nouveau, Chinese with 
Venetian, or Siamese with Abyssinian for instance). An amazing example of what this
type of respectful combination can look like is the Wafrica project by Serge 



Mouangue, an African designer, and Kururi, a Tokyo-based kimono- maker, to 
produce the traditional Japanese attire in 18 African prints sourced in markets from 
Nigeria to Senegal. It is not one culture appropriating another culture’s esthetic – it 
is the intentional drawing on two esthetics to create a third one. 
 
Norm: Who do you think you are, dressing up so fancy?
Punk: Down with the Cult of the Casual! 
In modern society we have become plagued with the unofficial uniform of jeans and 
shirts at every turn (up to and including at the Opera). We have been freed from the 
historical restriction of “having” to dress up, but rather than it freeing us to wear 
anything we want, we have ended up dressing more and more casually to the point 
that it seems we fear looking “overdressed” at any and all occasions.

The truth is modern, unstructured clothing doesn’t do much for many body types, 
and in our desire to be “comfortable” we settle for looking “okay”. Breaking through 
the fear of the fancy and the cult of casualness, the elaborate and the detailed side of 
steampunk challenges its adherents with the dream of the epic. That anyone and 
everyone can present themselves as not just average, but for at least one moment, 
one day, or one event, as awesome.

A steampunk outfit can be deceptively simple or simply decadent but it is chosen 
and donned with care. It might, and usually does, take over an hour to get into a 
truly over the top ensemble, but instead of asking why would anyone go to that 
effort, or where would I ever wear that, Steampunk asks why not go to that effort 
and where wouldn’t you wear that! 

Norm: “Effortless Beauty” and She/ He is “Born that Way”
Punk:  Beauty can be a Process rather than an Accident of Birth

We have also been sold the idea that beauty can only or should only be “effortless”. 
This can cause us to hide the amount of time preparing to look truly over the top 
awesome, or give up on taking that time before we even try because we don’t believe
we match the current standard of beauty (male or female). The irony is that the 
ritual of “dressing” can be a lovely memory and a gift to oneself. On the steampunk 
cruise many seniors who saw the steampunk crowd commented how we brought 
back cherished memories of watching their parents, or themselves in their youth, 
“Dress” for an evening out. 

The act of Dressing can be as much of an art form as painting – with clothing serving 
as the medium in place of a paint and canvas – allowing the wearer to express 
themselves and their individuality. Taking the time and effort to present yourself in 
your best, most flatting light can be an affirmation that each and every of us is 
worthy of that time and effort. That you don’t have to look a certain way (model), or 
be a certain age (young) to “bother” – and it is not selfish, vain or silly to do so. We 
all have permission to present ourselves the way we want to be seen, and to put in 
the effort required in making that vision a reality. It is okay to dress up. Really.



Norm: This is “Beautiful”, while that is not!
Punk: Why Would I Settle for a Single Societal Standard of Beauty?
Just as with clothing fashion, the standards of fashionable physical beauty have 
changed greatly over time, but these days advertising tries very hard to convince us 
that there is only a single standard for what is “beautiful”. Steampunk subversively 
provides the opportunity for a very different viewpoint. Someone might not 
consider themselves beautiful according to today’s standards, but by dressing and 
accessorizing in the fashions of a decade and/or culture in which that person’s body 
and facial type were the ideal that individual might see their real beauty for the first 
time. They are and have always been beautiful; the problem is their type of beauty is 
not currently fashionable. Steampunk provides this opportunity for anyone to try 
experimenting with the styles of other times and places, mixing and matching until 
that individual finds the perfect look for them – whether or not it agrees with what 
current fashion tells them they “should” wear, or how they “should” look.  

Conclusion
The punk of steampunk allows us to challenge that which is accepted as normal, as 
“the rule” and authority both in our current lives, and in fictional versions of history, 
opening up the mind to the power of other possibilities.  

This article is not meant to be an exhaustive list, since it is based on personal 
experience.  Can you think of any other “punks” you have seen or experienced in 
Steampunk?


